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Experience the world of siyotanka. Share the adventure and discovery of the first flute through this

moving musical odyssey. The soundtrack to the world premiere play. 12 MP3 Songs in this album (70:06)

! Related styles: WORLD: Native American, NEW AGE: Contemporary Instrumental People who are

interested in Enigma R. Carlos Nakai Coyote Oldman should consider this download. Details: Dr. Michael

Brant DeMaria is a practicing psychologist, author, speaker and musician with 25 years of experience in

the work of guiding others on their life journeys. A multi-instrumentalist, he began using music for his own

healing from trauma at the age of 7. A diplomat in expressive therapy he integrates nature and creativity

(poetry, music, play and art) in his work in dynamic and engaging ways. He has presented workshops,

guided wilderness retreats and performed his popular keynote concerts nationally and internationally. He

continues to work closely with friend and teacher David Darling as a senior student helping facilitate and

mentor others in the art of improvisation in music and life. He is an Adjunct Professor at the University of

West Florida, the Institute for Transpersonal Psychology and the Institute for Integrative Health. He is the

author of Ever Flowing On: On being and becoming oneself, Horns and Halos: Towards the blessing of

darkness, and the collection of poems, Moments. He is also the founder and director of ONTOS, a

consulting company which specializes in helping individuals and groups live more creative, meaningful

and satisfying lives. He has been the featured musician for renowned poets Robert Bly and David Whyte

and played with many well known musicians such as Grammy winners Mary Youngblood, and Bill Miller,

Grammy nominees David Darling and Carlos Nakai, as well as Coyote Oldman, Peter Phippen, Jeff Ball,

and Ash Dargan. His popular first CD The River was released in fall of 2003 which was voted a staff

favorite on Growth House Radio in San Francisco. His art, music and poetry have been shown or heard

throughout the US as well as receiving air time in Australia, Europe, Asia and Russia. Siyotanka is his

third follow-up CD to the popular "Healing Sound Series" which includes "The River" and "Ocean". It was

also used as the soundtrack to the world premiere of the original play he co-wrote with Stephen C. Lott,

"Siyotanka: The Legend of the Flute". The world of "Siyotanka" takes the listener on a musical odyssey of

mystery and imagination into the very heart of life.
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